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Zero-Tolerance Math: A Defense of “No Math”
Michael H.F. Wilkinson
Institute for Mathematics and Computing Science,
University of Groningen, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands
Abstract— In this paper I extend the concept of “No Math” which was
first introduced by Harris (2000) during the Florida elections. The results
of this work show the existence of a hitherto unknown class of numbers,
dubbed politically correct numbers. It is also shown that all other numbers
are either illegal or irrational, and should therefore not be taught to chil-
dren. The “zero-tolerance” math developed here drives us inexorably to the
conclusion that “No Math” is the only kind of math suitable for schools.
THE BIRTH OF “NO MATH”
It is comparatively rare that politicians introduce new con-
cepts to science, but the 2000 Florida elections were an excep-
tion. Boldly, and controversially, Harris [2] introduced a com-
pletely new way of obtaining a correct result to a complicated
mathematical equation by simply defining a value to be correct,
rather than resorting to actually doing the math. This approach
should appeal to school children of all ages. The correctness of
her approach was challenged, and upheld by the highest (judi-
cial) authorities, so there should be no remaining doubts about
the validity of her approach. Her approach was heralded in
MINI-AIR 2000-11-04 [3] as the dawn of a new era in math-
ematics: No Math.
To an outside observer, the No Math approach may seem ar-
bitrary, but this is by no means the case. The answer chosen
by Harris consists of politically correct numbers, i.e. those
numbers which suit the political climate best. This requires a
shrewd insight into politics, something which most mathemati-
cians have studiously avoided (obviously), but which they can
no longer afford to do.
In this paper I will show that No Math must replace all other
forms of math education at schools, unless we wish to let the
children, who are the hope for the future of mankind, to grow
up learning either illegal or irrational concepts at school.
THE ILLEGAL NUMBERS (A TECHNICAL DISCUSSION)
Let us take a quick, technical look at the concept of “illegal
numbers.”
Phil Carmody has recently shown the existence of two illegal
prime numbers of 1904 and 1401 digits [1]. They were labeled
“illegal”, because they could be used to decrypt DVDs, allowing
any school kid to gain access to DVDs that they legally bought
abroad on their own DVD-player. This is obviously illegal, and
could lead kids to become terrorists or drug smugglers.
Prime numbers of more modest length are also used in data
encryption, which could also corrupt our youth. If this be true,
should we as responsible adults allow our children to use such
prime numbers? More worrying still, where should we draw the
line? If an N -digit prime number is illegal, is N −1 digits safe?
Could the use of small prime numbers, which after all can be
used for easily crack-able encryption, not lead to an addictive
response which will ultimately lead to an uncontrollable urge to
use ”harder” encryption, and therefore the use of large (N digit
or worse) primes?
We must therefore embark on a “zero-tolerance” approach,
i.e. N = 0 for the lower bound of legal prime numbers.
IS RATIONALITY LEGAL?
This conclusion about prime numbers has profound implica-
tions for the legality of other numbers. Integer numbers can be
factored into prime numbers, i.e., they are products of primes.
A consistent zero-tolerance approach states that the product of
illegal numbers must be illegal, and hence all integer numbers
(other than -1, 0, and 1) are illegal (even those which are politi-
cally correct).
We must now turn our attention to rational numbers. Though
their name suggests they are beyond suspicion, they are obtained
by dividing two integer numbers. Thus they are part of an ille-
gal number. Zero-tolerance again declares that part of an illegal
thing must be illegal in itself, so rational numbers are out as well
(including 1 and -1)!
THE INESCAPABILITY OF “NO MATH” IN SCHOOLS
The situation we are left with is that the only numbers we can
use legally in schools are 0 and the irrational numbers. However,
can we allow our children to study irrational numbers? Are they
not irrational enough as it is.
Worse still, if we do allow them to perform math which only
gives 0 or an irrational number as a result, the effect may be
catastrophic for the environment. The reason for this is that writ-
ing down the answers (if irrational numbers other than those like
pi or e) requires an infinite string of digits, and therefore an in-
finite amount of paper and time. Students could not reasonably
be expected to finish their assignments on time, nor teachers to
correct them on time.
Zero-Tolerance Math now achieves a totally different mean-
ing: ONLY the number 0 may be used.
HOORAY FOR NO MATH
Zero-Tolerance Math is obviously the only math for children.
The advantages are equally obvious: correcting assignments
boils down to checking that each assignment has been answered
with a 0, and students can simply pick the correct answer with-
out doing calculations. This shows the fundamental connected-
ness with No Math. In my view they are one and the same.
I believe that math education should be completely over-
hauled all over Earth. A UN task force should be set up, prefer-
ably led by eminent No-Mathematicians, possibly even Harris
herself. I do not doubt children all over the world will be grate-
ful. If we fail in this task, children all over the world will con-
tinue to be exposed to illegal and irrational numbers on a daily
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basis, even in the very schools to which we entrust them.
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